A cost analysis of surgery for ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysm.
This study compares our costs of salvaging patients with ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAA) with the costs for unruptured AAAs. Details of all AAAs presenting over 18 months were obtained. Costs of repair were carefully calculated for each case and were based upon ITU and ward stay and the use of theatre, radiology and pathology services. We compared the costs in unruptured AAAs with both uncomplicated ruptures and ruptures with one or more system failure. The mortality rate for ruptures undergoing repair was 18% and for elective repairs was 1.6%. The median cost for uncomplicated ruptures was 6427 Pounds (range 2012-13,756 Pounds). For 12 complicated ruptures, it was 20,075 Pounds (range 13,864-166,446 Pounds), and for 63 unruptured AAAs, was 4762 Pounds (range 2925-47,499 Pounds). Relatively low operative mortality rates for ruptured AAA repair can be achieved but this comes at substantial cost. On average, a ruptured AAA requiring system support costs four times as much as an elective repair.